Regalia Pricing Spring 2021
Ordering Deadline: 3/12/21

Bachelors Regalia
Complete Bundle Price: $67.98
Cap only: $8.98
Tassel only: $10.98
Robe cannot be purchased on its own. No rental option for this style.
Shop at: emory.shopoakhalli.com, or in the bookstore (coming soon)

Masters Regalia
Complete Bundle Price: $117.98
Cap only: $8.98
Tassel only: $10.98
Hood only: $46.98
Robe cannot be purchased on its own. No rental option for this style.
*LLM recipients see JD Regalia below.
*Hood velvet color is based on your discipline.
Shop at: emory.shopoakhalli.com, or in the bookstore (coming soon)

MD, DPT, DNP Regalia
Complete Bundle Price: $217.98
Tam only: $66.98
Tassel only: $10.98
Hood only: $66.98
Robe only: $84.98
There is no rental option for this style.
Shop at: emory.shopoakhalli.com, or in the bookstore (coming soon)
**PhD Regalia**

**Rental Price:** $167.50  
**Shop at:** emory.shopoakhalli.com > Ship to Store  
*Rental bundle includes rental robe and keeper tam with attached tassel.*  
**The PhD hood is typically gifted by Laney Grad School, and is therefore not listed here.*

**Purchase Price:** $744.00 ($659.00 robe + $85 tam)  
*The PhD hood is typically gifted by Laney Grad School, and is therefore not listed here.*  
**Shop at:** emoryfinequality.shopoakhalli.com

---

**JD/SJD/LLM Regalia**

**Rental Price:** $191.50  
**Shop at:** emory.shopoakhalli.com > Ship to Store  
*Rental bundle includes rental robe, rental hood, and keeper tam with loose tassel.*

**Purchase Price:** $887.00 ($639.00 robe + $163.00 hood + $85.00 tam/tassel)  
**Shop at:** emoryfinequality.shopoakhalli.com

---

**ThD/DMin Regalia**

**Rental Price:** $210.00  
**Shop at:** emory.shopoakhalli.com > Ship to Store  
*Rental bundle includes rental robe, rental hood, and keeper tam with loose tassel.*

**Purchase Price:** $887.00 ($639.00 robe + $163.00 hood + $85.00 tam/tassel)  
**Shop at:** emoryfinequality.shopoakhalli.com